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SMO: Front?Loading Mitigation
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Empathy breeds proper judgment. . . . Empathy gives you an inside view. It doesn?t say, ?If that was
me . . .? Empathy says, ?That is me.?
?Final words of Ray Jasper before being

executed by Texas on March 19, 2014
Empathy frames choices about punishment. Empathy for the victim extends sentences; empathy for the
defendant embraces mitigation. A couple of neurological studies exploring empathy reveal, without surprise,
that a sense of fairness modulates the experience of empathy. However, the sense of fairness weighs heavier
on the men than the women, which indicates men and women use different neural processes when exposed
to potentially empathic evidence. These studies suggest that we may have to introduce mitigation early,
?front load? mitigation to have any chance with male jurors.
Neuroscientists studying how the brain processes empathy asked subjects to play a game where they trade
with a partner. Sometimes the partner trades fairly, sometimes unfairly. The subjects then sat in an fMRI
machine and saw photographs of the partner in pain.1 Generally, for both men and women, seeing a stranger
in pain activates the brain regions of the right interior insula and the right anterior and cingulate cortex.2
However, when the men saw an unfair game partner in pain, those brain regions showed either greatly
diminished response or no response while the regions normally associated with reward responded.3
When women saw the unfair partner in pain, the normal em-pathetic regions showed somewhat muted
activation but the reward centers showed no activity. Clearly, the neurological process for empathy varies
between men and women when the defendant appears unfair. For men, the neurological process for empathy
seems mostly altered and unavailable; for women, the process stands somewhat muted. A defendant must
appear fair then, regardless of what he has done, before men will feel any significant empathy.
A related study showed different neural processing between men and women when asked to compare their
own emotions to the emotions (not necessarily pain) of a person in a photograph.4 Women, when making
the comparison, showed activation in the right inferior frontal cortex and the right cerebellum, areas that
usually involve the direct experience of emotion. Men showed an activation in the tempoparietal junction,
which processes thoughts about the relation of self to others. In addition to processing empathy differently
based upon fairness, men analyze the emotion of others differently than women. Merely showing the
emotions a defendant experienced?frustration, sadness, or fear?and asking men to consider what the
defendant?s emotions meant will not compel male jurors to walk in the defendant?s shoes.
Fairness is primal for promoting an empathetic response in men. To promote and protect fairness, we need to
examine the factual details of the offense and introduce mitigating evidence as early as possible. For
example, imagine the prosecutor accused the defendant of shooting a clerk during a robbery. During voir
dire we can ask ?Could anything compel a person to rob?? or ?Is there a safe way to rob a stranger?? Both of
these questions could potentially relate to defenses (such as duress, theft from person rather than robbery),
but the questions may also suggest viewing the offense from both the victim?s and the shooter?s point of
view.5 Later, when a detective introduces the store video, we can ask about the poor condition of the
shooter?s clothing or shoes, if shooter drove or was on foot, or whether he seemed high, etc. If we have a
live eyewitness, we can ask what the shooter smelled like, if he was dirty, and so forth. Further, somewhere
in this process?when responding to an objection or prefacing a question?we can agree that no victim
deserves to be killed and no defendant is entitled to rob or kill, but we introduce these facts only to help the
jurors understand the whole incident. Seeing the shooter?s desperation or deprivation, at the time of the
offense, promotes both a universal version of the offense and reveals a shooter who is more than just mean.6
A shooter will never be completely fair. When we introduce these type details, we may even prompt the
prosecutor to holler that no victim deserves to die and no one is entitled to rob and kill. But we should not
cower. We cannot allow fairness to remain exclusively in the domain of the prosecution or the victim. We
can build in fairness for the defendant, even if he proclaims his innocence, by carefully presenting the details
of the offense and implanting mitigating themes during voir dire and during the introduction of the offense.
Introducing mitigating evidence prior to a sentencing hearing should not leave us speechless during the

sentencing hearing either. If the jury (or judge) arrives at sentencing seeing why the defendant committed the
crime, then during sentencing we are free to discuss what happens now?e.g., how the defendant?s problems
can be corrected, how much the defendant should suffer given the universal view of the offense, and just
what mea-sures will ensure the safety of the survivors in the future. We are not required to save mitigating
themes for the sentencing hearing to pursue a just and merciful sentence.
Mitigating evidence, introduced with the offense or during voir dire, can protect the fairness needed for male
jurors to feel an empathetic (or mitigating) response during a sentencing hearing. Mitigating evidence can
protect or promote a sense of fairness by describing the circumstances beyond the defendant?s control that
compelled him to be the person he is and to act the way he does, including committing the offense. When
seeking empathy from male jurors, front-loading mitigation, or combining guilt and sentencing evidence,
may be necessary for any lenient or merciful punishment.
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